Design Of 64-Bit Parallel Prefix VLSI Adder For High Speed Arithmetic Circuits
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ABSTRACT: Parallel prefix adder is a kind of process for speeding up the addition of the system of writing and calculating with numbers which use only two digits. Parallel prefix adders are also known as carry-tree adders and they are known to have the best performance in VLSI designs. Due to constraints on logic blog configurations a routing overhead, this performance advantage does not translate directly into FPGA implementations. Identifying the absolutely accurate area-delay tradeoff curve of the parallel prefix is an interesting problem that has received more attention in research because parallel prefix adder on the other hand represents a type of general adder structure that displays publically in flexible area-time tradeoffs for the design of adder. Many different types of parallel prefix adders are made to increase for optimizing area, fan out, speed and performance. For high speed performance tree like structure is must which helps in greater way. There are many different method used for designing parallel prefix adder based on their speed, size and performance. For area optimization we use Brent-Kung method. If our main purpose is to get the least timing then we have to use Kogg-Stone adder method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Binary adders are the basic modules in computer arithmetic design, and therefore it has been examined for a period of ten years. Entirely a few standard fast adders, such as the carry-skip adder, the carry-look-ahead adder and the carry-select adder were proposed in the past. Each of the fast adders presents a unique area-time tradeoff in the design space. The structure of all fast adders is ad-hoc. Many different method used for designing parallel prefix adder based on their speed, size and performance. For area optimization we use Brent-Kung method. If our main purpose is to get the least timing then we have to use Kogg-Stone adder method. Lander & Fischer method is used where the fan out of the system is higher. If we have to take lesser area we have to use bitwise timing constraint. Using this, switching from one part to other takes lesser time hence optimizing the performance and time. In general day to day life the size of electronics materials are decreasing rapidly and hence are able to port from one place to other. For this purpose there are large requirement of such devices which takes low power and at the same time gives higher performance. Hence integrated circuits are mostly used in markets. Now to perform and optimize the device we have to use certain basic algorithm for simple addition of bits. These algorithms are designed keeping in mind about the size, performance, fan out, area and the complexity of the circuits. For this reason parallel prefix addition methods are widely accepted as the best method to calculate sum. And the algorithm used in this method is known as Kogg-Stone method fastest in addition because it gives minimum fan out. Here delay in terms of power and generation of carries is also very less as compared to others.

In parallel prefix addition, carry signal is calculated at every stage with the help of generate and propagate unit. The addition can be performed in three steps.
As given in flow chart, parallel prefix addition can be done using three steps. In the very first step, we used to calculate two bit which are named as generate bit and propagate bit. In the next step we generate carry signal with the help of prefix tree. And in last step sum of two numbers can be done using some equations as described earlier.

II. OPERATIONS

In parallel prefix addition, there are mainly two operators used in addition. These are called as black and grey operators. Now if we look at the working of both the operators then we will come to the conclusion that black operator takes two bits called generate bit and propagate bit \((G_i, P_i)\) and \((G_{i-1}, P_{i-1})\) and gives results as \((G_0, P_0)\) which a single set of generate and propagate bit.

![Black operator](image1)

The equation it takes to perform the given task can be written as

\[
G_0 = G_i \text{ OR } (P_i \text{ AND } G_{i-1})
\]

\[
P_0 = P_i \text{ AND } P_{i-1}
\]

At the same time the inputs to the grey operator are \((G_i, P_i)\) and \((G_{i-1}, P_{i-1})\) which gives only one output \((G_0)\). A black operator consists of two AND gates and a single OR gate and gives output as \((G_0, P_0)\) but a grey operator consists of a single or and a single and gates and gives only one output \(G_0\). Parallel prefix adder’s main idea is drawn from carry look ahead adder. In large numbers of bit if we have to perform the addition then parallel prefix adder is most effective way of doing this. In three steps, it uses tree like structure. This differs from the carry look ahead adder in generating carries. In parallel prefix addition propagation of
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carry is the most important part. Here we use basic carry operator which we have discussed earlier namely black and grey operators. We can design black operator with the help of multiplexer also.

III. ALGORITHM AND EQUATIONS

There are many different types of parallel prefix adders are made to increase for optimizing area, fan out, speed and performance. For high speed performance tree like structure is must which helps in greater way. The algorithm used in this method is known as Kogg-Stone method fastest in addition because it gives minimum fan out. Here delay in terms of power and generation of carries is also very less as compared to others. It is a type of carry look ahead adder which is in the form of prefix adder. Here carry is generated in log n times which are the minimum time taken among any others. Because of its performance, it is very useful in industries.

Fig3: Example of 4-bit Kogg-Stone adder

In this figure how kogg stone adder works is shown. There is a propagate bit and another is generate bit produced by every vertical stages. Carry bits are generated in last step. Sum bits are produced by xoring carry bit with bits which are initially propagated. Here carry is generated in n times and is the fastest available method for addition. we have to calculate propagate bit denoted by P as well as generate bit denoted by G. These bits are calculated by using some formula which is described as follows.

\[
P = A_i \oplus B_i \\
G = A_i \text{ and } B_i \\
C_i = G_i \\
S = P_i \oplus C_{i-1}
\]

The output provided by kogg stone method can be written as:

\[
K_0 = (A_0 \text{ XOR } B_0) \text{ XOR } C_i \\
K_1 = (A_1 \text{ XOR } B_1) \text{ XOR } (A_0 \text{ AND } B_0) \\
K_2 = (A_2 \text{ XOR } B_2) \text{ XOR } ((A_1 \text{ XOR } B_1) \text{ AND } (A_0 \text{ AND } B_0) \text{ OR } (A_1 \text{ AND } B_1)) \\
K_3 = (A_3 \text{ XOR } B_3) \text{ XOR } (((A_2 \text{ XOR } B_2) \text{ AND } (A_1 \text{ XOR } B_1) \text{ AND } (A_0 \text{ AND } B_0) \text{ OR } (((A_2 \text{ XOR } B_2) \text{ AND } (A_1 \text{ AND } B_1) \text{ OR } (A_2 \text{ AND } B_2))
\]
IV. RESULTS AND COMPARISONS

This waveform is generated during the course of verifying the process. This method is used for auto generation of test pattern means here test pattern is generated itself which can be seen if we compare these two figures. In this method carry is generated and propagated itself so no need to generate carries as compared to others which improve in overall performances. Transistor level simulator is used to determine depth and fan-out of different kind of mechanism used in parallel prefix adder.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME</th>
<th>DEPTH</th>
<th>FAN-OUT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RCA-64</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SK-64</td>
<td>5.9</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KS-64</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table1: Comparison between different adders

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adder</th>
<th>BK</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>KS</th>
<th>HC</th>
<th>LF</th>
<th>KA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DELAY</td>
<td>15.34</td>
<td>13.43</td>
<td>12.32</td>
<td>16.76</td>
<td>13.54</td>
<td>12.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table2: Delay comparison

This is the delay comparison between different kind of method or algorithm used in parallel prefix addition. As we see from the table KS adder provides minimum delay hence is the fastest among all. The above delay results are compared by using Xilinx 9.1 software.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

64 bit parallel prefix adder for high speed arithmetic circuit is designed successfully with the help of kogge stone algorithm. Xilinx ISE tool is used in synthesizing codes and for simulation purpose Model Sim is used. Binary adders are the basic modules in computer arithmetic design, and therefore it has been examined for a period of ten years. Entirely a few standard fast adders, such as the carry-skip adder, the carry-look-ahead adder and the carry-select adder were proposed in the past. Each of the fast adders presents a unique area-time tradeoff in the design space. But after comparing all these methods we can see that the parallel prefix adder used in addition is the fastest among all. Future scope includes in improving power dissipation since adder being the main element which presents in large part of the circuits so power is the major factor. It would be sufficient for future FPGA circuits in which optimized carry path is included which enable tree based designs for optimizing place and routing.
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